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Winner: 2014 Kay Murphy Prize in Poetry

Marco Maisto

#e Creative Writing Workshop and Bayou Magazine are proud to present 
Marco Maisto’s “#e Loneliness of the Middle Distance Transmissions 
Aggregator,” winner of the 2014 Kay Murphy Prize in Poetry. #is year’s 
submissions were judged by Jane Miller, the author of numerous collections 
of poetry, including !e Greater Leisures (1983), Memory at !ese Speeds: 
New and Selected Poems (1996), the book-length poem A Palace of Pearls 
(2005), and !underbird (2013).

Of the winning poems, Jane Miller said, “#e group of poems 
culminating in the post-apocalyptic ‘#e Loneliness of the Middle 
Distance Transmissions Aggregator,’ with our destroyed environment for 
a subject, is terrifying and unsettling. Although the language steers into 
vague abstractions, it returns to an understanding and a confusion about 
time that is a paradox we readers ought very much to consider: ‘It’s too late. 
We’re all still here.’ A mere, singular voice tries to make sense, make life, 
out of chaos. Time, history, intimacy, and power, all these themes rise and 
fall in a lyricism that belies a dark, computerized world. #e ambition of 
this poem is impressive.”

Kay Murphy received from Goddard College in 1980 distinction for her MFA 
thesis, which was published as #e Autopsy by Spoon River Press in 1985. 
Since coming to the University of New Orleans in the fall of 1984, she has 
published over "#y essays and reviews of contemporary poetry in national 
journals such as #e American Book Review, Chelsea and #e Spoon 
River Poetry Review. Among the poets she has published work on are Louise 
Glück, W.D. Snodgrass, John Haines, Martha Collins, Allison Joseph and 
Carl Phillips. Besides reviews, Professor Murphy has published "ction in such 
journals as Ascent and Fiction International. Her poetry has appeared in 
North American Review, Mississippi Review, Poetry and College English. 
She is also the author of Belief Blues, a poetry collection, and served for many 
years as Poetry Editor for Bayou Magazine.
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!e boys spread out and are attacking

1.
#e password’s orders are speci$c. Hearing you
selectively alters us. Combination lock. Vellum. 

#ings that put a spotlight on contents. 
#e day before us phases between “oceanic” and “ebullient”

as its hours spindle around grain 
of ‘untidy’. Spinning for you. Gone forever

are fermenting buds from pistil to
distal—the gorging parallax

reports—now that you and I and I are here.
German abuttals like waking eggs

lodge in your mouth.

2.
Aphasia simply begins that way.
Indirectly heard soma or wild%ower totally distributing, 

the waking of your speech or the full stop of sudden geology between who 
we were. A rain elevator won’t 

tincture us from the high pollen 
enumerating the fanning petals falling from

milk crates erratically once again holding milk.
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My clearest interference, I meet you sun-vexed. But

“coarse on the tongue,” homefar, “topomantic,” relooped are just a few
of the guises—only some of the images, you will emit

at the viscous homecoming of today’s riverine meanings.
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Narcopassportage

our vocation

stick to transitional
dimensions

the sundogs
here :

halos    on monoliths

aspiring to their own terrible shadow.

we believe in a cure for thought.
in ossifying telepathic
syntax. you want 
newer old things. 

TVs that show gradations of sky,
dissolving grainy canopies on every channel. 

I want a tiny device that lets me walk through walls
at the cost of one randomly selected memory. Desire will be the beginning of us.
It frees us from one another’s arms
and pulls the sun into the bedroom. I will mu(e longitudes 
in exchange for a graceful machine.
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!e Loneliness of the Middle Distance Transmissions 
Aggregator

This all begins 
with a massive scribble over our unraveling self-portrait

\RX¶YH�JRW�D�EODFN�KROH�LQ�\RXU�KDQGV

you bow 
to the last of the blue TV screen light
at the end of our bedroom video

it starts late in the apartment 

you blush

with asterisks 
at the edges 

of your mouths

every year is contained
every        year    is contained
in this nighttime.

DOO�WKH�WLPH�ZH¶UH�FROG
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told the leaves turned— 
all at once—
weeks ago

we   are        constantly          rewound         .

and passed along

,�NHHS�DOO�RI�\RXU�WKXPEV
between us—

the triptych you sleep in—
blue lights on blue lights on blue lights—
your smooth handmade ellipses 

the ceramic guest check—
PHWHPSV\FKRWLF�KDOI�OLIHU�
,�EOXU�WKH�URRP

make noises with my mind.

how can we protect our friends
IURP�WKHLU�H[SORGLQJ�ERRNVKHOYHV
IURP�RXWWKLQNLQJ�WKHLU�UHÀH[HV"

if the nocturnal gardens are ours

DQG�WKH�HVFDSH�KDWFK�LQ�WKH�%XGGKD¶V�KHDG
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and the Catskills and internal Christmas lights are ours

if the seasons are contumbled 
if the ropes have fallen from the atmosphere—
then we are now 

on another earth.

yyy

like a veil
tossed along the fence
this yard is the beginning
of all yards
to come

wind in lace vibranium

,W�ZDV�������0D\GD\
\HDU������WDON
about the past 
and they will destroy you.
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the veil is a curtain.

EHWZHHQ�PHPRU\�HTXLSSHG�
mirrors 
and distant countries

    .

look at the pilot 
up there

  wave

IURP�ODQGV�H[SORGHG
by mirrors

the    ones

ZLWK�OHDUQHG�G\VOH[LD

can see black holes
where   you            just

see 

billion-year old     footnotes    .
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,W¶V�WRR�ODWH��:H¶UH�DOO�VWLOO�KHUH�

:H�VKRXOG�EH�UHOHDUQLQJ�WKH�SDUDOOD[�

� ,VQ¶W�LW
 too late?

:H¶UH�OLNH
         the lines

drawn across your mind

when a word
like

“caliphate”

JHWV�VDLG��6HG�JHWV�

blocks reaching to a
graceless opening
in the slivered sky.
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Every year is contained in this nighttime. Every year is 
contained in this year.

yyy

PRUQLQJ�LV�VSDWWHUHG�ZLWK�XQ¿UH�

ODZQOHVV��grassly.

without facts to source

           tomorrows gush up.

envious years draw to a close
with the perfect words:

 ���GLVSRVVHVVHG�VQRZÀDNH
    ocean atlas
    ceilings and the removal of ceilings

    the bluest bird, held back.

autonomic days
pass like little lifetimes. 

107.79:80.08
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Perfect movie titles: The Memory
Of Empty Plateaus��$OVR��The Future 
5HÀH[LRQ�RI�DQ�8QFORXGHG�%URZ.

There is no uppercase of you.

“Metric
� � H[SXOVLRQV�´

they 
           said   .

the ones that measure the space between ideas.

do it with me do it now with me 
ZKLOH�WKHUH¶V�WLPH��PRYH�LQ�ZLWK�PH��GULOO�KROHV�LQ�WKH�URRI�

laudanum gladness 
airless weather
¿HOGOHVV��EUHDNOHVV�JUDVVHV�

you look better thinking less
than illuminated islands do thinking nothing at all
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look up

          wave

yyy

the bluest bird   looks wireward
stationary   popping

in sky

from this lap of withholding

sees no sun 
EXW�VFUHHQV�DQG�VFUHHQV�VKXIÀHG�XSRQ�WKH�VNLHV�

72.21:80.08
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wrote     myself  up here

         got me from the outskirt
city 
  toward you

  to the alabaster drunken city
down below.

72.21:80.09
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the moving mind 
became

WRUFKHV�DQG�KRUVHV�DQG�VNHLQV�RQ�¿UH���

seeing through campus walls
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          the sculpture building

heavy afterimages 

these could build me

72.21:98.09
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tensed up
and dissolved

,�DEVRUEHG�
WKH�ORZ�IUHTXHQF\

as soon  as    the      island

            reached me.


